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ABSTRACT
To implement a novel approach to recommend jobs and colleges based on résumé of freshly graduated students. Job postings are crawled from web using a web crawler and stored in a customized database. College lists are also retrieved for post-graduation streams and stored in a database. Student résumé is stored and parsed using natural language processing methods to form a résumé model. Text mining algorithms are applied on this model to extract useful information (i.e., degree, technical skills, extracurricular skills, current location, and hobbies). This information is used to suggest matching jobs and colleges to the candidate.
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INTRODUCTION
Our country is on the path of development. Technology sector of our economy is developing by leaps and bounds by the support of various government schemes such as make in India, digital India, and start-up India. As a result, the job opportunity in the various technological domains such as software industry, chemical industry, manufacturing industry, and information security, etc., is increasing day by day. The employers are looking for rightful candidates who are eligible for the job with suitable technical and soft skills. On the other hand, employee is also looking for suitable jobs which require their existing skills. Furthermore, there is a need to improve and enhance the technical knowledge to gain excellence which requires choosing a correct stream such as post-graduation in business line or in technical line [1].

With the advancement in the technology sector, today the industrialists are seeking right candidates for their firms. When a job is posted by a company in market, hundreds or even thousands of applications are received by the human resource (HR) teams. These applications have résumé of the candidate. Moreover, the time needed to read individual résumé and choose a candidate for further selection rounds by the HR or the hiring team can vary from 2 to 4 days. Employees are seeking best job from all available jobs in the market. Graduates are seeking right career path and best institutions for enhancing their technical or business skills. It takes a lot of research work by an individual to find the results of above-mentioned problems [2].

Hence, we came with a solution which provides results of all these queries at single platform by a very simple process. As software is created which takes candidate’s résumé as input and searches for the skills, a candidate has mentioned in his/her résumé using big data mining and key matching technique to provide the results for a query. An online platform is created by which an employee can find the list of all job available in the market (city/state/country) which matches with his existing technical and soft skills. An employer can find a list of all candidates having skill suitable for the job. A student can find a suitable stream (MBA, MS, M.Com, etc.) which is predicted by our application and also names of colleges where he can apply. Thus, this application reduces the searching time of individuals, provides results of all queries at a single platform, and simplifies the lives of many students.

RELATED WORKS
To provide recommendations based on given input by user, various kinds of models are used, out of which recommender system is one:

Recommender system
It is a way of information filtering which presents a desirable set of information. This has been became very common in our day-to-day life as it is used in the wide range of areas such as music, movie, research papers, articles, books, social tags, and many general things. There are recommendation systems which are available for restaurants (such as zomato app), online dating applications [3], social media application (such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter) [4] experts, [5] jokes, etc. The recommendation list generated by the recommender system works in two ways through collaborative filtering and [6] content-based filtering.

Content-based filtering
This approach uses series of discrete characteristics of an item, and based on these characteristics, new item set are predicted having similar properties. This model is what used by various marketing companies over a century which required opinions of others to predict something [7].

Collaborative filtering
This approach uses a model which takes users past behavior as well as a similar decision taken to predict the item sets which user finds useful. This model is used by all the online shopping services such as Flipkart, Amazon, eBay, and Snapdeal, website such as YouTube to suggest video based on its past viewing history, and by the job searching websites such as naukari.com and internshala.com [8].

Information extractions (IEs)
The recommender system requires efficient IE technology. As the amount of data collected by these systems is so voluminous that large-scale data processing approach is required for IE and pre-processing. Today, various job finder websites are facing a similar problem of IE due to the high influx of résumés and cover letters. The HR and hiring team perform manual screening to shortlist the candidates which takes good amount of working hours as well as workforce. IBM and HP came up with individual system to solve the problem of IE to help companies to select a good candidate and reduce the efforts of HR and hiring staff, but they failed to provide appropriate job recommendation to the job seekers. HP used layered data extracting technique to process résumés, whereas on the other hand, IBM uses conditional random field technique to extract meaningful data from the résumés [9,10].

Natural language processing (NLP)
This field is related with machine learning approach which is concerned with the interaction between computers and human beings.
NLP started back in 1950s by the publication of Alan turning’s article “computing machinery and intelligence.” Modern NLP is based on statistical machine learning which is helpful in performing various tasks as follows [11]:

- IE: IE along with named entity recognition, relationship extraction, coreference resolution, etc.
- Information retrieval: This is related with data storing, data searching, and data retrieval.
- Word segmentation: This is a process of separating a large chunk of word into smaller words.
- Parts of speech tagging: This is a process to determine the part of speech of a given word.

CAREER RECOMMENDER OUTLINE

Overall application outline

The career recommender system crawls from job postings on sites such as naukri.com, etc., through a jobs crawler implemented in Python using BeautifulSoup. The jobs are filtered and stored in a comma-separated value (CSV) file. A graduate can create his account and upload his details directly by uploading his/her résumé. Automatically, the system mines the useful information from the student’s résumé and by text mining techniques and compares this with requirements part in the job postings (Fig. 1). Résumé model is also used to compare domain space corpora of the different post-grad streams and calculate a similarity measure. Then, the system suggests the stream with highest, a similarity measure along with details of colleges (Fig. 2).

This system can also be used by employers to search candidates according to their requirements, and the results will be the matching candidates which have uploaded their résumé in our website (Fig. 3).

Recommendation system architecture

Information processing components

The web crawler downloads the information from websites such as Naukri.com, Monster.com and Shiksha.com. It has following components:

1. Web crawling application: The web crawler uses a Python BeautifulSoup implementation to download XML data of the websites and extracts only useful information from that and converts it into text format.
2. Search job: The job postings extracted by web crawler are filtered to only useful information to be stored in a CSV file four columns: Company name, location, job title, and job requirements.

Algorithmic steps:

This link is for extracting jobs posted in Naukri.com
2) Four columns: Company name, location, job title, and job requirements were only extracted from the HTML page using following code:

```python
comp_list=soup.find_all("span",{"class":"org"})
loc_list=soup.find_all("span",{"class":"loc"})
skill_list=soup.find_all("span",{"class":"skill"})
des_list=soup.find_all("span",{"class":"desig"})
```
3) This data are saved in a CSV file using the following code:

```python
wb=xlrd.open_workbook("jobs.csv")
r_sheet=wb.sheet_by_index(0)
j=r_sheet.nrows
wb=copy(wb)
sheet1=wb.get_sheet(0)
for i in range(len(comp_list)):
    sheet1.write(j,0,comp_list[i].text)
    sheet1.write(j,1,des_list[i].text)
    sheet1.write(j,2,loc_list[i].text)
    j=j+1
wb.save("jobs.csv")
```
4. Search college: The college lists are stored as CSV files containing 2 columns: College name and stream offered sorted in order of their rankings.

Algorithmic steps:

1) Link= http://www.shiksha.com
This link is for extracting college lists posted in Shiksha.com
2) Two columns: College name and stream offered were only extracted from the HTML page using following code:

```python
college_list=soup.find_all("a",{"class":"ranking-inst-title"})
branch_list=soup.find_all("span",{"class":"college-clr"})
```
3) This data is saved in a CSV file.

User interface

1. Résumé upload module: This is the by-default home page and the student can upload his/her résumé in one click. This interface accepts résumés in portable document format (PDF). It also has options to add some extra details such as hobbies and strengths.
2. Job search: The features extracted from the users are automatically submitted as a query for job search. The query can be updated by the user and the jobs are displayed sorted by similarity score.
3. College search: The features extracted from the users are...
automatically submitted as a query for college search. This query cannot be updated by the user, but he/she can search for colleges for other streams. Colleges are displayed according to a ranking given various education websites such as Shiksha.com.

**Query processor**

This component runs in the background and is implemented using Python to mine skills from the résumé and match them with the job requirements and various streams corpora. This is explained more in Section 5. The overall architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4.

**TEXT MINING**

**Pre-processing**

The pre-processing converts the résumés which are available in PDF format into a format which can be further used for NLP. To do this, we first segment the document into sentences using sentences tokenizer in NLTK. Now, these sentences are further tokenized into words and English language stop words are removed along with meaningless words and symbols.

**NLP labeling**

The array of tokens is given parts of speech tags. A chunking operation selects only desired words using a well-trained regular expression [13].

**SKILLS MATCHING FROM RÉSUMÉS FOR JOBS AND COLLEGES**

**Skills corpus**

This corpus contains all the skill keywords in root word format collected by parsing millions of job postings on web. This can be used match with keywords from résumé to identify technical skill and extracurricular skills of a person.

**Streams corpora**

Every post-grad stream requires some specific set of skills in individuals, for example, communication skills and leadership qualities for MBA. The streams corpora contain specific skill sets for MBA, Master of Science, Doctor of Medicine, Master of Surgery, etc.

**Skills matching**

Keywords from the résumés undergo partial matching with corpus words, and match score is set by averaging the match scores of skills using a train set on a list of 1000 skills. The partial match score can be updated continuously by adding more skills to until the model over-fits the data (Fig. 5).

**EFFICIENCY OF OUR APPROACH**

We collected 150 résumés from graduates with at least 10 résumés from each stream, namely, B.Tech, BE, MBBS, CA, B.Com, BBA, and BA.

**Recall of jobs extracted**

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{Relevant items extracted}}{\text{Total relevant items}}
\]

We extracted the jobs by taking input as resumes of students belonging to each degree of graduation and calculated the recall of jobs on the 20 output job predictions using the above formula. The results are illustrated in Fig. 6. The average overall recall is 95% [14].

**Precision versus recall of jobs extracted**

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Relevant items extracted}}{\text{Total items extracted}}
\]

We extracted the job prediction by taking input 150 resumes of students one by one calculated the recall and precision of jobs on the interval of 10 using the 20 output job predictions per résumé using the above formulae. The results are illustrated in Fig. 7 [14].

**Accuracy of prediction of MBA versus M.Tech/MS for B.Tech students**

We extracted extracurricular skills of a student from his/her résumé. We matched these with our corpus of interpersonal skills required for MBA in MBA-skills corpus. As the number of résumé’s increase, the MBA-skill corpus improves, hence the accuracy the prediction of MBA for a B.Tech student increases. Similarly, the accuracy of prediction of M.Tech/MS for B.Tech student’s increases with the improving skills corpus with increasing number of résumé tested. The results are illustrated in Fig. 8.

**Overall accuracy of college prediction**

Accuracy was measured using a training set of 150 résumés. We compared student’s original choice of stream by our prediction. In 77.5% cases, our prediction was correct. This may not be a high accuracy rate as original choice may be influenced by parental or peer pressure and not by skills.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed an approach to successfully implement a career recommendation system which suggests jobs or colleges for post-graduation using his/her résumé on one platform. This approach significantly improves the mechanism to choose a stream for higher education by taking into consideration their previous knowledge in the form of technical skills developed during graduation and their overall personality by considering their extracurricular skills, hobbies, and strengths. This system can be improved by refining the chunking regular expression which extracts the skill words from the résumé and features used for evaluating match score with streams corpora. The streams corpora can also be further refined.
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